
August 19, 3-6 pm
REGENERATION:  A Celebration of 

the Opening of  Phase 1  
of the Norman Studios Museum

NORMAN STUDIOS SILENT FILM  
MUSEUM 

6337 Arlington Road

Norman Studios Silent Film Museum, Inc., is pleased to present:
Regeneration:  A Celebration of the Opening of Phase 1  

of the Norman Studios Museum.
The year 2023 marks the one-hundredth anniversary of the making and release of Richard Norman’s film  
Regeneration.  The Norman Studios Silent Film Museum, Inc., is proud to celebrate this anniversary with 
the opening of Phase 1 of the Norman Studios Silent Film Museum, which features a special exhibit of items 
related to Regeneration.  

Exhibited for the first time are Richard Norman’s desk, table, filing cabinet, and chairs.  Also new to the Studios 
are Regeneration posters, lobby cards, pressbook, and photographs related to Regeneration that are shown in 
the exhibit.   The ship’s wheel and a model of the boat used in Regeneration are featured.  Selected intertitles 
from the film are displayed as are the photoplay by Richard Norman and Norman’s ledger book detailing the 
receipts from the showing of the movie, both of these items being shown to the public for the first time.

Event highlights are an introduction by Jacqueline Stewart, President of the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts 
and Sciences Museum and TCM Host of Silent Sunday Nights, as well as remarks by members of the Norman 
family and local dignitaries.  

A special limited edition Regeneration poster will be on sale at the event.  ($20, cash or check only.)  All 
proceeds go to the museum.

The event is free and open to the public.   

However, as space is limited, please register your attendance at normanstudios.org
In addition, please DOUBLE YOUR IMPACT by donating to Norman Studios  

from July 1 through September 30.  

Thanks to generous anonymous donors, all donations from July 1 through September 30  
up to $5000 in total donations will be matched!  


